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Rollins College, Winter Park, Florida Friday, October 21, 1960

Volume 66

New Cheerleaders Chosen

Seven V i e For Upperclass Presidencies
In Tuesday's A l l College Elections
Thirty-eight upperclassmen
were nominated for class offices at meetings of the sophomore, junior, and senior
classes held October 12. Of
this number, seven students
are vying for the presidencies
of the three classes, 11 for
vice president, nine for secretary, and 11 for treasurer.

Bob Fox, Pete Kellog, and
Pete Marino, are in the running
for president of the sophomore
class.
Fox is a member of Delta Chi
fraternity*.
Vice chairman of the Vespers
Committee, Kellogg served as
freshman class president last year.
He has been active in the Annie
Russell Theatre productions, ineluding "Guys and Doll," and "Romanoff and Juliet." He is a Delta
Chi.
Marino is a member of the X
Club.
Varsity oarsman Rupp is a Sigma Nu.
Ten seniors were nominated
for the other class offices.
Candidates for vice president
of the class of '61 are Frank

Elections will be held on Tuesday, October 25, from 9:00 to 4:00
n the Rollins Union, with runoffs
•flMMMMttfci
scheduled next Friday.
Bruce Aufhammer, Luis Dominguez, and Bob Griffith
are
candidates for the presidency
of the class of 1961.
Aufhammer, a Sigma Nu, is
-•resident of Interfraternity Council and co-chairman of the 1961
^iesta committee. A member of
Y'ALL COME to the soccer game tomorrow, shout the cheerhe Orientation Committee for the
leaders, now t h a t tryouts are over and the squad is complete. The
last three years, he is presently
six coeds making up the cheerleading squad are, front, Ginny Willis,
m the Student-Faculty DisciplinJeanne Abendroth, Sue Wallis; back, Jane Goodnow, Ann Berry,
ary committee and has also served
Marcia Mead.
on the Student-Faculty -Trustee
(Photo by L o n g ) committee.
President of his junior class and
yf Lambi Chi fraternity, Domini;uez also served as
sophomore
dass vice president. He is a member of the varsity tennis team and
the Men's R Club.
Aufhammer
Dominguez
Griffith, X Club, was a varsity
Healis, Lambda Chi; Mabrey Manbasketball player last year.
Nominated for junior class derson, X Club; Dyer Moss, independent; and Chari Probasco,
is Jack Sutliff.
Twenty-three Rollins freshmen have received Honors president
Chairman of the Rollins Union Kappa.
at Entrance, Dean of the College Schiller Scroggs has an- and president of his freshman and Jane Goodnow, Kappa, and
nounced.
sophomore classes, Sutliff, a Sig- Kathy Mann, Pi Phi, are competSix of the students so honored are from the Orlando ma Nu, a Chapel Usher. He was a ing for the post of secretary,
area. They are Elke Brigitte Arndt, Nancy Athalia Honey- member of the cheerleading squad while candidates for the office of
cutt, and Peter Michael 'Cumbie from Boone High School; 'ast year and "has served on the treasurer are J e r r y Beets, X Club;
John Henriksen, Sigma Nu; Kay
Wendy Draper from Edgewater High School; Joseph William Sandspur staff.
Ross, Theta; and Ginny Willis, Chi
Mozzer from Winter Park High
O.
From Downsville Central High,
School; and Merton Howard Van
SLATE CHANGES
Vying for the junior class vice
Pelt from Lyman High School in in Downsville, N. Y., comes Ada
The names of six of the candi- presidency are Barbara Behm, Chi
Marie Horton. Martha Louse NieLongwood.
The other seventeen come from pold is a graduate of St. Agnes dates nominated for class offi- O; Ralph Tanchuck, Sigma Nu;
many parts of the country. Bar- School in Alexandria, Va. Mary ces had td be deleted from this and Ruth Lynn Whitaker, Theta.
Paula Jones, Pi Phi; Linda
bara Jo Aldredge and David Alan Ann Trimble comes from Oak story because they found unqualChinoy are graduates of Strana- P a r k High School, Oak Park, 111. ified by t h e Election Board. Quails, Kappa; and Christy Shefhan High School in F o r t LauderRonald Lee Acker is a graduate They did not have enough hours field, Phi Mu are competing for
dale. Pauline Dierks Qorry and of Lodi High School, Lodi, Ohio. to be listed officially as mem- the office of secretary. Those runCamilla Lee Nicol came to Rollins James Walton Mosher comes from bers of the classes in which they ning for treasurer are Mary Gadfrom the Prew School in Sarasota. Cattaraugus Central High, Cattar- were nominated, Election Board way, Kappa; Jesse Lee, X Club:
ex- Ann McCarthy, Pi Phi; and Diane
Lee Bronson Warren is a gradu- augus, N. Y. Also from New York chairman John Harkness
Scott, Chi O.
ate of Seabreeze High School in is Clayton Charles Seadeck from plained.
Daytona Beach and Kenneth Dale Holland Central High School in
The five competing for the posiBecause of this change in the
Strickler comes from Bay County Holland.
list of nominees, Jack Sutliff is tion of sophomore class vice presHigh School in Panama City.
Robert Terrell Stone is a grad- running unopposed for president ident are Leon Hollon, X Club;
Honors at Entrance students uate of Central High School in of the junior class.
Marcia Mead, Theta; Ken Salmon,
from Pennsylvania are Mary Shei- Kansas City, Mo. From Michigan
la McAboy from Hatboro Horsham come Grant Leigh Jennison of DeHigh School in Hatboro, and Del- troit Lakes Comm. High, Detroit
bert Gary Woodhead from Collihg- Lakes, and Frederick Karl Meyer,
dale High School in Collingdale. J r . of Redfoi'd Union High School,
Memorial services were held last Saturday a t All-Saints
Detroit.
Episcopal Church for Miss Margaret Scott Rogers, resident
These twenty-three students or
head a t Cloverleaf from 1953 to June 1960. Miss Rogers died
approximately six per cent of the
Thursday, October 13, in Florida Sanitarium after a long illness.
freshman class achieved this honShe was 66.
or for attaining academic superiDuring two periods in the 1920's and '30's, Miss Rogers
ority. Their records show high
taught a t the Yokahama Mission School in Japan under the ausscholastic achievement, high perpices of Woman's Union Missionary Society. In all, she spent
formance on College Board Examapproximately ten years in the country, educating and helping,
inations, and individual recommenthe young Japanese and forming a deep attachment for t h e coundations by their high school printry and its people.
cipals.
After returning to the United States and receiving her RolFreshman Class
As Honors a t Entrance students
lins degree in 1939, she earned her MA at Boston University. She
they are eligible to participate in
served as Dean of Women at Webber and Florida Southern ColNominations
the Rollins Honors Program. This
leges and as head counselor a t Florida State College.
program currently consists of in"Faithful to your Lord and conscience, your life.has brought
. . . page 3 dependent reading, either within
to all a fresh courage and a confidence in the things which can
or outside their major field.
never be shaken," Pres. Hugh F . McKean told her when he preFor each term a student m a y
sented her the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallion in 1959.
earn up to three hours of credit,
"She lived an enviable life, loved by the many girls who
Fraternity
with a maximum of seven hours
lived under her through the years she was a housemother a t
during the year. Upon successful
Cloverleaf," writes senior Diane Boggs of Miss Rogers. "The
Pledge Pictures
completion of the program, the
many friends she made among the students, faculty and other
student receives the designation of
housemothers on the Rollins campus will- never forget her optim. . . page 6 Rollins Scholar. Rollins Scholars
istic outlook on life guided by faith and reason.
must maintain a cumulative av" I t wras well worth the time spent to stop by and chat for a
erage of B plus or better.
while, for she was such an interesting person and so interested
The Honors at Entrance freshStudent Council
in everything t h a t concerned her visitors. She always had time
man will be formally recognized
to listen to our news, our problems, and our achievements,"
. . . page 2 in the annual Tribute to Academic
MiSs Boggs adds.
Excellence Convocation which will
\
be held this year on Nov. 4.
.
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Honors A t Entrance

Cloverleof Housemother Dies

Inside

The 'Spur . . .

Sigma Nu; and Dee Stedron, K a p pa.
Running for a sophomore t r e a s urer are Breck Boynton, Delta Chi;

Griffith

Sutliff

Frank Dunnill, X Club; and Sandy
Rainey, Kappa.
Ginny Campbell, Kappa; Linda
Hicklin, Theta; Karen Parachek,
Theta; and Sally Schreiber, independent, are the candidates for
secretary of the sophomore class.

Committee Plans
To Be Taken
On Beanery Food
Student, administration,
and
Morrison Food Service representatives met Thursday, October 13, t o
discuss various factors in the operation of the Dining Hall.
Present a t the meeting were
Dean Helen Watson; Dean Dyckroan Vermilye; Purchasing Agent
Harold Mutispaugh; Mr. Wiggins,
dietician for Morrisons; John A.
Johnson, dining hall manager; Student Council president Bob Fleming; Campus Improvements committee chairman John Reese; and
Jamie Henry, Beanery committee
member.
Items discussed included menu
planning, quality and variety of
food served, wasting of food, and
several other topics.
As an aid to Mr. Johnson in his
menu planning, it was suggested
t h a t a poll be taken among all
boarding students to determine
their specific food likes and dislikes. Mr. Johnson admtted t h a t he
is oftentimes "scared" to serve
new dishes in fear of rejection by
the students. He expressed belief
t h a t successful completion of the
student poll would help to gain
greater variety of food served. All
present agreed t h a t the poll would
be a helpful tool in menu planning
and it was decided to investigate
survey.
It was pointed out by Mr. Johnson t h a t there is a great deal of
food wasted by students who t a k e
a dish of food from the service
counter, then send it down the
conveyor belt untouched. The
group agreed that students should
take only the items which t h e y
really want on their first trip
through the line and go back if
they desire second portions. Ali
agreed t h a t enforced rationing of
food was not desirable or necessary, but the possibility of a n
"anti-waste" campaign was discussed.
Miscellaneous student criticisms
of dining hall matters were aired,
and remedies suggested. Mr. Johnson asked t h a t all student complaints be made directly to him,
John Reese, or Jamie Henry, and
appropriate action will be taken.

The

Two

Rollins

Two Added To Reevaluation Committee;
Sandspur Allocation Increased $150
The appointment of Sally
Schreiber and Leon Hollon to
t h e Committee for the Evaluation and Possible Reorganization of The Student Government of Rollins College
was approved last Monday
night at Student Council
meeting. These students were
selected by the committee,
headed by Frank Passini, and
voted upon by the Council
members.
,
Miss Schreiber who is active in
t h e theatre a r t s department, is independent while Hollon, an X
Clubber, was a member of the varsity basketball team last year.
Both were selected on the basis
on the interest they had shown in
student government and the work
of this committee.
Other committee members are
Nini Thompson, secretary; Jeanne
Abendroth, John
I Harkness,
and
| Nick Longo.
An
allocation
J of $6300 for The
j Sandspur was apI proved. This is a
I $3 50 increase ovfer the temporary
^budget submitted
last May, necessitated by the
Schreiber
printing of 100
extra
additions
p e r week of the paper due to Rollins' increase in number of stu-

Violinist To Open
Concert Season
Violinist Marjorie Fulton, accompanied by Albert Hirsh on thf»
piano, will open the Rollins Con
c e r t Series tonight a t 8:30 in the
Annie Russell Theatre.
Sonatas by Beethoven, Debussy,
a n d Strauss will make up Miss
Fulton's program. The concert violinist's late husband, Mack Haryell, twice was the featured soloi s t with the Bach Choir in the ann u a l Bach Festival.
This concert will be free to students, as will the remaining concerts of the series, with the except i o n of the guitar concert by And r e s Segovia, for which there will
b e an admission charge of $3.00.
All seats are reserved for each of
t h e ten concerts, and tickets must
he picked up a t the Conservatory
of Music by noon the day of the
concert.

dents. The Sandspur's entire budget comes to $8800, the rest of
which is made up by income from
advertisements and subscriptions.
A suggestion was made by Rosalie Hallbauer, student association
comptroller, as advised by Fred
Ward, Assistant Treasurer of the
College t h a t t h e $2000 allocated
for the running
of the Union on
Saturday
and
Sunday nights be
placed
under
bond. Pres. Robert
Flemming
said t h a t the cost
of
the
bond
would be investigated and the
suggestion
disHollon
cussed
at
the
meeting of the
Council.
An addition to the ammendment
to the constitution concerning the
financial reports of the Rollins
publications is to be inserted. The
addition states, "Should an emergency arise, the editor of a publication, can request additional
funds from Council a t t h e time of
the emergency. This addition will
be voted upon next week.
The amendment as passed by
Council reads:
"Any publication which exceeds
its budget as approved by the
Council a t the beginning of the
fall term, and has to request fur-
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Dorsett Play On Rollins' Founding
To Be Presented Charter Weekend

As p a r t of the celebration of the
Rollins Diamond Jubilee Year, an
ther funds from Council shall not original play by a Rollins profesbe allowed to pay salaries to any sor will be presented this spring
of its staff from money allocated during Charter "Weekend.
by Council.
The play, "A Song For Rollins",
"The Sandspur and Flamingo, is by Wilbur Dorsett, 'English proshall present their final record of fessor. It is the story of the foundexpendtures once per year and ac- ing of the college presented in dration shall be taken accordingly.
matic form. Its scope includes the
first ten years that the college
"The Tomokan and
R-Book
was in existence.
which pay salaries by the quarter,
shall make three such reports a
The idea for the play was
year during the last week of each thought of two years ago when
term. If expenditures for the term planning first began for Diamond
do not-exceed the estimated bud- Jubilee Year. The play contains
get, salaries will be paid. If not, two acts and is a full evening's enhowever, the salaries for the term tertainment.
in question will be withheld in con*
The cast of the play will consideration of the final yearly report. If the expenditures for the
year do not exceed the yearly budget, all salaries in question shall
then be paid."

Union To Sponsor
Informal Dances

(TORPEDO RUN)
The first offering of the Rollins Union Film Series, "Torpedo
Run," wll be shown this Sunday
in the Fred Stone Theatre.
Showings will be at_ 6:30- and
8:45 p.m. The movie, which is
in color, is a submarine story.
It stars Glenn Ford and Ernest
Borgnine. Admission is $.30 a t
the box office.

The Hostess Committee of tffe
Rollins Union has announced t h a t
it will sponsor an informal dance
in the Union on the evening of
Wednesday, Oct. 26.
The dance will begin a t 7:30 p.m.
and will be held to t h e music of
the jukebox. The Union hopes to
sponsor such a dance every other
Wednesday and to have a band
one Sunday night of every month.
I t has also been announced t h a t
the first all-college dapce will be
held Saturday, Oct. 29 a t Dubsdread Country Club.

tist of students, faculty, adi
tration, community, and aim
It will be presented the Thui
of Charter Weekend for t h e
dents, Friday for the alumni,
Saturday for the public.

Drabik

AppoinU

Speech

Professoi

Mrs. Patricia J. Drabik of
ford has been appointed assist
professor of speech by Pres. Hi
F . McKean.
A native of St. Louis, Mo.,
Drabik received her M. A. fi
Bradley University and her Ph.
from the Unversity of Illinois,
completed her undergraduate w<j
a t Louisiana State University.
Before coming to Rollins, Mi
Drabik was engaged in comml
cial and educational radio wo*
public relations and free laity
writing. She also spent one ye
a t UCLA as an assistant prof|
sor in television.
The new member of the Rol
faculty belongs to several profd
sional organizations which inclufl
the National Association of Edul
cational Broadcasters, t h e Speecl
Association of America, the Amerl
ican Educational Theatre Assocfl
ation, the Association for Profe
sional Broadcasting
EducatioiJ
Phi Beta, Tau Kappa Alpha,
the American Women in Radiol
TV.

Filters for
flavor
—finest flavor by far!
CLASS / ^ : : i

.

Tareyton

Harper's Tavern
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
and
PACKAGE STORE
Parking and Drive-In Window
537 W. Fairbanks
Winter Park
Phone M l 4-9019

WINTER PARK
DRIVE - IN
Here's how the DUAL FILTER DOES IT:

Thurs.-Sat.

Tareyton has the taste—

13 GHOSTS
Jo Morrow

Rosemary LU- Camp

ELECTRONIC MONSTER
Rod Cameron

Mary

Murphy

Voice of the Turkey (cartoon)
Boyhood Thriller
Sun.-Tues.
THE
TEN COMMANDMENTS
Charlton Heston

Dual Filter
does it!

Anne Baxter

Sky Scrappers

2. with a pure white outer filter. Together they select and balance
the flavor elements in the smoke. Tareyton's flavor-balance gives
you the best taste of the best tobaccos.

Tareyton

NEW DUAL FILTER

Vacation With P a y
Ghost of H o n o r

1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL
. . . definitely proved to make the taste of a cigarette mild and
smooth...

Product of J&xMnvuean.

J<ifaee*<Mnp<vny - Jo&caeo- is our middle name

©-ire*.
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Freshmen Nominate 19
For Class Officers
Meeting in the Annie Russell Theatre B period Wednesday morning, the Class of .'64 nominated 19 candidates for
class office. Student Council president Robert Fleming, who
conducted the meeting, estimated that nearly the entire
freshman class of 325 was present at the meeting.
"It is very important that the officers elected by the
freshman class be qualified and capable, because of the many

SPIRITUALS ind show tunes will ring from Dyer Memorial, as the freshman glee club, under the
direction of senior Sandy Wyatt, left, starts weekly rehearsals.

Freshman €lee Club Formed For First
Time; To Sing Broadway Tunes, Spirituals
By MARY GOODALL
Sandspur Staff
The Freshman Glee Club,
which had its first organiza
tional meeting last Monday,
is a musical inovation at Rollins.
The new concept about this
singing group is t h a t i t is open
only to freshmen who enjoy singing and have a knowledge of music. These 45 members meet two
evenings a week—Wednesdays and
Fridays from 6:00 to 7:00—to
raise their reponsive voices in
mixed, four-part
songs
from
Broadway shows and. Negro spirituals . . . Those of the freshman
who tried out will no doubt remember singing •"Swing, Low,
Sweet Chariot" or "Joshua F i t de
Battle of Jerico."
The person responsible for this
new group is Roger Gray, who
successfully formed a
similar
group at prep school. Music director is Sandy Wyatt, a senior
music major. She will be aided and
abeted by Robert Hufstader.
Auditions were based on a signup system. Interested men and
women were asked to sing between
the hours of five and six during
the two weeks before Friday, October 14th.
These sessions in Dyer Hall consisted of singing scales—to determine vocal quality and range—and
two optional songs. One was a
slow song, and another was of a
more spirited nature, to display
general glee club singing ability.

Anyone walking down the loge
or playing tennis a t this time will
remember the repititious rendition of "You Are My Sunshine"
besides the above-mentioned spirituals.

son, Bette Kendall, Suzy Dix, Kim
Heinze, Vicky Weeks, Catherine
Lloyd, Robin Evans, Ginny Cook,
Marcia Vallet, Billie Bishop ,Lee
Matherly, Lana Templin, Linda
Goll, J a n e Yancey, Penny Moore,
This musical organization has Aimee Meier, Margy Maynard, Dimany possibilities, the organizers ana Jones, and Carol Hess.
feel, besides helping to form a
more unified freshman class. Members a r e : J i m Brooks, Roger Gray,
FELLOWSHIP DEADLINES
Doug Byrne, Rick Boschen, Bill
Law, Dave Conner, Clark Wilcox,
NEAR
Craig French, Mike Dun, Chuck
Seniors are reminded that
Reading,
Larry
Summerfield,
the deadline for application for
Champ Robinson, Bob Heydt,
both the Fulbright and WoodCraig Usas, Dave Chinoy, Ron
row Wilson graduate fellowship
Acker, John Swanson, Jim Walker,
is October 31. Those interested
Jim Moser, and Ken Graft.
should consult Dr. Wendell
Stone, campus Fulbright adFemale members a r e : Nancy
visor, and John O. Rich, RolStone, Susan Omansky, Sally Koplins' Woodrow Wilson reprepein, Zoe Cleveland, Lynn Johnsentative.

activities they sponsor," Fleming
points out, adding that candidates
should do their best to let their
classmates know who they are.
Freshmen may put up posters
and distribute campaign material,
but no time has been set aside for
candidates to give formal speeches.
The four nominees for the office of freshman president are
Jim Carney, Harry
Filbert,
Sara Parkey, and Charlie Wilcox.
Carney, who attended the New
Preparatory School in Cambridge,
Mass., was a member of the debating team and dramatics society
in high schoool. He was active on
the staffs of both newspaper and
yearbook. .
Filbert was active in athletics,
including football, wrestling, baseball, and lacrosse and a member
of the Boy Scouts in Maryland,
at the Baltimore Institute.
Winner of an honorable mention
in the Science Fair and of a second place poetry award while she
was attending Wited Fails High
School in Texas, Miss Parkey was
president of the high school water
ski club and a member of the
Junior Forum and the Sophomore
Advisors Council.
While attending the Manlius
School in Manlius, New York,
Wilcox was a lieutenant in Company A of his student government
and a member of the Glee Club
and of the varsity track and swimming teams.
Six candidates will be vying
for the office of vice president.
They are A r t Cornell, Rusty
Demming, Joe Irrabino, Camille
Jones, Doug Prevost, and Ronald
Walker.
Appearing on the ballot for
secretary will be the names of

Gene Faubel, Linda Gall, Penny
Moore, and Ann Parsons.
The five candidates nominated
for the office of treasurer a r e
Larry Abraham-, Bill
Hoffman.
Di Lalow, JoAnn McDonald, and
Ed Welsh.

Bootstrap Adds
Several Courses
Rollins Operation Bootstrap will
enter its twenty-fifth semester on
Oct. 24, announced Prof. George
Saute, director of Courses for t h e
Community.
Several new courses which have
been added to the expanding curriculum include elementary school
program, which fulfills p a r t of t h e
requirement for the elementary
school teaching certificate in Florida; genetics, a non-laboratory science course; and elementary German.
Other scheduled courses are as
follows: principles of accounting,
business law, principles of economics, English composition and literature, introduction to literature^,
history of the United States, algebra, trigonometry, geometry, calculus, introduction to sociology,
Spanish, and fundamentals
of
speech.
Registration for these classes
will be Oct. 17 through Oct. 19.
Classes will meet from 6:30 to>
9:30 p.m. on Mondays and Thursdays.
The coming semester will close
on Dec. 15'. The following semester
of Operation Bootstrap will get
under way Jan. 23, 1961.

FASHION SHOE CENTER
356 Park Ave., S.

Women's Silence
Ends Tomorrow

Phone: MI 7-3843

"CRUSH"
sweet t r e a t . . .
and so slimming

Women's silence will end tomorrow afternoon a t 1:30 p.m. when
bids will be distributed in Elizabeth Hall. All women who are going through rush must be in Elizabeth at that time.
The last formal rush parties will
be held tonight with each sorority
giving one party.

Complete Laundry
and Dry-Cleaning
Shirts, Trousers
and Blouses Our
Specialty
4 Hour Service

WINTER PARK
LAUNDRY
1 Block From College

EXACTLY AS SEEN IN SEVENTEEN: the neater the sweeter is how Connie sees it. We agree vastly regarding this little
shoe the whole campus has a crush on... and bring it to you in all these candy-kiss colors, each on a slick lick of black
Italian sole... unlined, light. Come and indulge.

$6.95
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By Charles M. Sch<

PEANUTS

SANDSPUR EDITORIALS

5 H E D0ESNT RELIEVE THAT ON
HALLOWEEN NlSHT HE R0E5 OUT
OF THE PUMPKIN PATCH WITH HIS
BA6 OF TOYS FOR ALL THE 6 0 0 0
LITTLE CHILDREN 0FTME (OORLD

CLASS ELECTIONS DESERVE ATTENTION
nay safely be predicted, on the basis
of past years that a large number of freshmen, full of enthusiasm and class spirit, will
t u r n up at the polls Monday to vote for their
class officers. On the other hand, traditionally, it seems, the number of upperclassmen
participating in these elections is small —
about 60 per cent. And a still smaller fraction attends the meeting where class officer candidates are nominated.
Much of the reason for this lies in the
fact that class officers are often considered
"'figureheads;" class elections, more "popularity contests." And perhaps in the past,
this has been true at Rollins, for, except for
t h e pre-graduation activities of the senior
class, and the annual Freshman Show, very
kittle was done by the Rollins classes as a
class. Recently, however, this situation has
undergone a change, as was illustrated last
year by the March of Dimes projects conducted by the freshman and sophomore
classes.

In order to have active classes which
can .accomplish something working together, it is necessary to have active, capable officers. And it should be the business of t h e
entire class to see that such officers are
elected by careful, thoughtful voting. If
this is done, there is no reason why the four
classes at Rollins cannot become a strong
force in Rollins' student government.
And so that this may be accomplished,
it is the duty of every Rollins student —
freshman, sophomore, junior, senior — to
learn all he can about the candidates for office in his class, to decide which among
them is most qualified, and, on Monday, to
vote for his class officers and for a stronger,
more unified class.

Peanuts is a regular feature of the Orlando Evening- Star.

'ROUND! ROLLINS

By CLEO CHAMBLISS

SCENE
Nil

The sorority house of Sigma P h i

The Sandrpur finished the 1959-60 year TIME: 11 p.m.
tion, figures released last week by business BUSINESS: Final rush meeting
well within its Student Association allocamanager Jerry Beets show.
The president, Nancy Neurotic, calls
the meeting to order. "At last, dear sisters,
The final report of the newspaper's fi- we have reached the point where we shall denancial satus for last year gives the total in- cide on the final group of rushees t o whom
come as $10,048.72. Expenses only amount- we shall send bids and who, we hope, will
ed to $8452.a0, leaving the paper $1596.72 in someday wear the Sigma Phi harp. (Apthe black. Any money allocated to t h e plause from two gung ho sisters.) Now our
Sandspur and not spent reverts back to the system of preferential voting is very simple,
Student Association funds.
as you know, but listen Carefully as JenniAn itemized account of the income and fer Ginivitis, our rush chairman, reviews it
expenses for the 26 issues published last for us."
year follows:
"Sisters, you will vote on each girl according to the following numbers:
Income:
5—This girl must have had at least 79
Allocation from Student
recs, be a direct descendent of our illustriAssociation
__$6500.00 ous, noble founder. Sheila Shilly-Shally, and
Advertising
,
3347.52 use Revlon's Silicare with GL-70.
Subscriptions . __
198.70
"4—Must have 48 recs, 41 pairs of shoes,
Miscellaneous
250.00
13 cocktail dresses—to match tlie color of
scotch, bourbon, gin, and V-8 juice—and be
$ 1 0 0 4 8 . 2 2 a member of the DAR.
Total
"3—Must have 11 recs, 10 fingers, and
Expenses:
must smell good, like a Sigma Phi should.
Printing and e n g r a v i n g . . . . __$6124.09
"2—Must have 6 recs, no more than 40
Cartoons and photographs
355.10 freckles per square inch of skin, and a t least
Salaries . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . 1105.00 eight dates per week.
Advertising commissions
506.38
"1—Must have one rec, and two Kellog
Dues and subscriptions
91.85
Telephone
190.69 box tops or 75 cents in stamps or coin, and
Office supplies
78.89 four Wendell Wilkie buttons."
Total
Balance:

Will Helping John And Mary
Help America?

By Deb n' Air

THE SANDSPUR
REPORTS

Guest Editorial

A thought recently passed through m y mind, t h e gist of
can he illustrated as follows:
' John and Mary can't have any children j u s t now, and probablj
won't be able t o f o r about six years or so. J o h n is a g r a d u a t e studenj
His wife, Mary, is a college graduate and is helping h e r husba
through school by working. They both have I . Q.'s in t h e 130 pld
range. They will be in their late twenties or even early thirties befoJ
1
they will feel t h a t they can support their children and themselves
out undue hardship.
On t h e other hand, J a n e , 21, h a s four children, all born out (J
wedlock. She usually works a s a waitress, although h e r earnings ar|
not contributed towards t h e support of h e r children—the governme
pays h e r for t h a t . J a n e frankly admitted t o a social worker that thj
first child, born when J a n e was j u s t 17, was the result of a n "accident!
The rest were t h e results of calculated planning. I t occurred to Ja
t h a t t h e government supported one illegitimate child; i t would
pay h e r t o have more illegitimate children. F o r every child she boi|
out of wedlock, welfare would send h e r a check. Not a bad living,
that.
The problem of t h e business-like production of illegitimate ch
dren a s a method of winning a living has become serious enough bot|
from t h e t a x p a y e r s ' pdint of view and from t h e socio-economic poi
of view of John Q. Public t o cause two states, Louisiana and MississJ
ippi, to pass somewhat unuual legislation to a t t e m p t t o curb i t .
This discussion does n o t a t t e m p t to a r g u e whether t h e new Id
islation t a k i n g more t h a n 23,000 children off the welfare rolls in Lou
iana alone (if their mothers fail t o show evidence t h a t they havj
ceased illicit relationships and a r e providing suitable homes for
children with the welfare funds provided for t h a t purpose) is good o|
bad; i t attempts instead to point out w h a t I consider a n irony of sor
in this country.
Ever since Sputnik I startled a considerable portion of t h e popn|
lation into realizing t h a t w e in t h e United States have education
problems which a r e of practical concern, various and sundry measure]
have been taken t o t r y t o cope with t h e situation. Yet we have Job
and Mary, the graduate couple, and people like them who a r e in effe.
being penalized for pursuing their education. They, among the intelll
ectual cream of t h e crop, w a n t children b u t can't support them fol
several years t o come. Bill, a friend of John's, h a s a fellowship whici
pays $500 towards the support of each dependent, but today t h a t doesl
n ' t go very far. F r a n k , another friend, h a s a n assistantship, b u t
one child, although loved deeply b y his p a r e n t s , is a g r e a t burden
___^_

$8452.00
$1596.72 SCENE: Same

(continued on page 5)
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TIME: 11:01 p.m.

AH American Award
1954-1960

BUSINESS: Announcing of the final candidates.

The Chapel Tower
By T, S. DARRAH
Henry Adams is remembered for both
his writings and his personal convictions.
The elder Henry Cabot Lodge was dining
with Adams in the spring of
1917. Lodge was roundly debouncing President Wilson.
[Suddenly
Adam's
eightyyear-old fist struck t h e table
and Adams said sharply, "Cabot, I've never allowed treasonable conversation a t this
table and I don't propose to
[allow it now."
Sometimes we sit in on
conversations and let them
drift along even though we
Darrah
are out of sympathy with the
tone and character of what is being said,
Perhaps we ought to stop gossip and slander
with fist-pounding, for there is treason
against character and reputations as well
a s against the nation.

President Neurotic h a s the floor:
"We've made it, dearest sisters. The
following girls have been chosen:
Cornelia Consumption
Tee Bee
Matilda Mallilgooch, II
Semper Fide*lis
Lucy Gimp—oh wait, no, that's
wrong, she has only 1 box top.
H. P . Stauffer
(Applause)
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Letters to the Editor

Day Student Makes Suggestion
For Solution Of Parking Problem
Editor:

of his car, not a dorm, why can't
Holt Avenue from the corner of
Park Avenue up to and including
the area in front of the Center for
Practical Politics be reserved for
day student cars only?

Seeing Rollins growing for the
past four years in student body
size, with the number of automobiles increasing every year, leads
me to believe t h a t action should be
taken to cope, with the parking
Let the boarders keep their cars
situation—not next year, or the on the parking lots. I keep my car
spring term, but NOW!
in a lot by my home and not on
the
street. If this is not the anThere are far too many cars for
swer, maybe the city of Winter
the parking spaces provided. As a
Park should install metered parkday student, I am constantly being ing on Holt Avenue. That might
harrassed by the campus patrol- tend to discouroge boarders from
using this area.
man for illegal parking.
Since the day student lives out

Guest

Editorial

(contnued from page 4)
them. John, who happens to have
neither fellowship nor assistantship, can just about get by with
his wife's help and a loan—if they
have no children.

If Rollins wants to grow in size,
it should grow accordingly in all
respects. I don't feel t h a t it is
fair for Mr. Waidly to ticket me
for parking in an illegal area,
namely the faculty zones, when the
college does not provide enough
area for me to park otherwise. I
realize, however, t h a t Mr. Waidly
is only doing his job, so let the
administration building and the
students, and last, but not least,
the Traffic committee hear this,
and let's see this parking mess revamped to fit the needs of everyone.
William Schoener

Sandspur

New Chapel Staff
Members Installed,
Committee Chosen
New members of the Chapel
Staff have been installed a t the
October 9 service in Knowles Memorial Chapel. Students elected to
the Chapel Staff last spring were
Babs Bertash, Robert Fleming,
John Harkness, Dyer Moss, John
Reese, and Nini Thompson. In
addition to the elected members,
Choir president Gwen Mansfield,
Plead Chapel Usher Bill Lauterbach, Human Relations Club presdent Sally Hunt, Community Service president Ginny Willis, and
Vespers Committee president Sue
Hazard were installed as members of the Staff.
Old members of the Chapel
Staff are Dean Dyckman
Vernilye, Linda Quails, Joan Watzek, Alan Coleman, Chapel Secretary Clara Adolfs, and Dean of
tre Chapel T. S. Darrah.
Linda Quails was elected to
serve as president, Ginny Willlis is Vice President and John
Reese is secretary.
. Activities Committee chairman
is John Harkness; Babs Bertash
will be chairman of the Budget
Committee; Chairman of the Publicity Committee is John Reese,
and Alan Coleman serves as chairman of the Social Committee.

If this country feels t h a t it is
the desirable thing to do to drain
the taxpayers to support illegitimate children, and then finds t h a t
to do so is abetting t h e situation
which it intended to solve, or a t
least to ease, then it seems to me
English 101?
that we have a problem a t the
, other extreme as well. This is the
case where people comparable to
the graduate couple are not able
to have children who, through the
distinct advantages of both probable favorable hereditary characJ. O. King have to work hard to overcome an
teristics and the type of environacademic lag, the X Club is made
MY F I R S T OPINION
ment conducive to their fullest exup of the physically handicapped,
OF ROLLINS
pression, have considerable; opporMy first opinion of Rollins Col- the Sigma Nuer's are rounders
tunity to develop into the type of
people who can contribute impor- lege is t h a t there are a lot of dolls (or rounded, I forget), the Lambfreshmen. da Chi's are nature boys, and his
tantly to the future well-being of on campus, especially
Everyone is very friendly but remark about the Delta Chi's I
this nation.
sometimes I think the ones who al- can't recall. The faculty, he said,
No one in his right mind would ways say hello to everyone are a can beat any one a t basketball or
simply throw innocent children out bunch of bg phonies. As I look baseball. He said also t h a t the sorinto the cold just because they had around the Center sometimes I can orities are all about the same—
the misfortune to be born out of hardly believe what I see.
with certain notable exceptions.
wedlock. That would be inhuman.
Oh yes, I think the teachers here
I think I'll like Rollins. The CenThese births occur, and they must are especially nice. I have the best ter, the teachers, the social organbe taken car£ of. However, it is teachers I ever had. They are help- isations. And all them dolls!
not here to be be discussed the ad- ful, friendly, smart, well educated,
vantages or disadvvantages of dis- and the conference system is a
tributing welfare funds for their good way to get to know them. I
support, but to point out t h a t think getting to know my profeswhile these children actually do re- sor is a way of learning just evceive such support, a worthy seg- erything and to get acquainted
ment of the population goes vir- with a real g r e a t person.
tually without aid of any kind
Fraternities and sororities on
when they wish to have children. campus are the bulwark of a g r e a t
Dr. Geneva Drinkwater, Rollins
social offense. My advisor told me history professor and vice presiAccording of W. F . Pauli, whose Shout the frats on campus; the dent of the local chapter of Amerwork was edited by Bentley Glass KA's can't afford socks, the TKE's ican Association of the United
of Johns Hopkins University, a
Nations, is lecturing on the UN to
real danger for us exists in this
several organizations in keeping
Service
Teams
Visit
direction. Taking the estimate of
with UN Day, Oct. 24.
Recruiting teams from the
Cyril Burt, Pauli points out t h a t
Dr. Drinkwater will address the
Armed
Services
began
visitbetween the years 1950 and 2000,
Winter Park Pilot Club and the
ing
the
Rollins
campus,
this
our population in the I. Q. range
Winter Park Woman's Club soon.
week. The teams are situated
100 plus will shrink by about
She has also recently spoken to
to
talk
to
any
men
students
10.5% our population in the 85
the Sisterhood Ohev Shalom in Orin
the
Union
and
will
be
glad
minus
range, on the
other
lando, the woman's Fellowship of
about enlistments and careers
hand, will increase during t h a t
the Winter Park Congregational
in
the
service.
same time period
by
7.9%.
Church, and the Newcomers Club.
The Naval Recruiting Team
Either the more intelligent portion
Listed in Who's Who in Ameriarrived
yesterday
and
will
be
of our population has decreased
can'
Women, Dr. Drinkwater has
here
today
also.
The
Marine
the number of children in its fambeen
a history instructor on the
Recruiting Team will be visitilies, or the less intelligent ones
Rollins faculty for 8 years. Previing
Tuesday
and
Wednesday,
have increased the number of
ously she taught a t Stephens ColOct. 25 and 26; and the Naval
children in theirs, or a combinalege,
Columbia, Mo.; Carleton ColAir Reserve Training Unit is
tion of both has occurred.
lege, Northfield, Minn.; Womans
scheduled to visit Thursday
College, University of North CarReally, it's rather a shame t h a t
and Friday, October 27 and
olina, Greensboro, N. C ; and Vasonly fifty years should suffice to
28.
sal* College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
accomplish such a drastic change.
It's a pity that somehow, though
not necessarily through the government, some cases such as t h a t
A Unitarian Speaks —
$ John and Mary can't be helped
HENDRIK WILLEM VAN LOON
jn their wish to have a f a m i l y "I had lived my sixty years without ever feeling the slightest
helped in the interests of general
need of becoming a member of any kind of organization . . . until
welfare,
last year, when I told myself, 'This will never do . . . the time
would come . . . when Reason and Reasonableness Would need a
few shock troops of their own, and I consider the Unitarians
TRY
would be among the first to enlist in the advance guard of Human Decency.'"
IRVINES

Student Cites First Opinion
Of Rollins Girls, Profs, Frats

Dr. Drinkwater
Lectures On UN

for Snacks and Superb
Fountain Service
142 Park Avenue, South

FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH
1815 E. Robinson Ave.

Five

Orlando. Florida

The boys on campus are supposedly looking forward to tomorrow,
the last day of girl's rush, because each is anxious to become once
against the most important interest in his girlfriend's life! Not that
they have been sitting home alone, and especially not last Sunday afternoon!
The Sigma Nu pledges took on the out-numbered actives at the
Sand Pits (the actives LOST) while the Clubbers and KA's celebrated at Green's Groves. All the effort of Sam Scales to prevent the continuation of the Lub-KA party at the beanery Saturday night were in
vain!
At the Lambda Chi beer party Sunday afternoon everyone was
thrown in the water, except for Bruce Greene. But then, who would
tangle with a karotti (can't spell) expert?!
The Phi Mu's have invaded the ART with Penny, Dana, and Sam
doing large jobs on Brigadoon.
Pam Moffett seems to be dividing her time between the KA house
and the Snake house, but Sue Curtis is still "frogging". Is it true that
a coupla Delt pledges would like to slap active pins on their freshmen
girlfriends ?
David Colton is famous for sleeping through soccer games, according to Joe Justice. J u s t so he doesn't sleep through intramurals!
Have you seen the gold Buddha at the Gamma Phi house? Its as
exotic as Chari Probasco's two-foot gold cigarette holder!
Marsha Mead suggests adding Limbo contest to this year's intramural schedule.
Pinned: Linda Goll to Roger Sledd
Sonny Peacock.

(Sigma Nu)

Judy Sorrell to

Repinned: Sandy Jordan (Chi O) to Ronnie Brown (X Club).
Married, but we know not to whom:
J . P . Palmer
Linda Liddell
(both Phi Mu)
About thirty-five freshmen who signed up to go meet Nixon at
Tampa were disappointed when the trip was called off. Of course, they
were relieved that they didn't have to miss all their classes for the
day, but they really had wanted to see Nixon and Kennedy.
The transfers and freshmen living- in sorority houses are the girls
who deserve our deepest sympathy, and during silence, more than ever.

HOWARD'S HOUSE OF FINE ART
Commercial and Fine,Art Supply
Picture F r a m i n g and Original Painting
18108 N. Orange Avenue
Orlando
Phone CH 1-6382

DIAMONDS

WATCHES

J. Calvin May
Jeweler
Winter Park's Oldest

Jewelry — Watch repairing — Engraving
Chg. Acct. Promptly Opened
Phone Midway 4-9704

352 Park Ave. S.

STEAK ii SHAKE
818 S. ORLANDO AVE.
WINTER PARK

QUICK COURTEOUS CURB SERVICE
COUNTER, DINING ROOM
CARRY OUT SERVICE
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117 Entering Men Pledge Rollins Fraternities

Delta Chi
NINETEEN MEN joined the ranks of Delta Chi last Sunday. Pledges are,
first row, Craig French, Bill Truesdale, Alan White, Bong Prevost; second row, Bill
Law, Larry Abraham, Jon Swanson, Bob Heydt, Ken Graff, Nelson Long; third row,
Rick Richard, Ed Corbalis, Rick Lees, Jim Cooper, Craig Usas, Clark Wilcox, Dave
Connor, Rich Buckley and Tom Doolittle.

Sigma Nu
Lambda Chi Alpha
PLEDGED TO Lambda Chi Sunday morning were, first row, Duane Ackerman,
Dwight Andrew, Gary Mislick, George Blasius, Jay Bergman; second row, Chuck
Reading, Champ Robinson, Tim Shephard, Charlie Larthrope, Fred Fredericks; third
row, Jim Emerson, Ron Walker, Don Griffin, Bob Kerouac, Chet Cornwall, John
Richter, Rick Keller, Ralph Grecco.

T H E W H I T E STAR of Sigma Nu was adopted by, first row, Alden Jorden,
Pete Gannon, Larry Summerfield, F r a n k Beebe, Chip Whiting, Charles Willard, Ed
Elicker; second row, Terry Murphy, Ed Welsh, Rusty Deming, Mike Howson, Roger
Plosa, Doug Byrne, H a r r y Filbert, Ron Morriseau; third row, Oran Keily, Chuek
Kirk, Roger Hammond, P e t e Hall, Dave Nelson, Dave Tanchuk, Bill Gosweiler, John
Dfcll and Gene Faubel.

Tau Kappa Epilson

X Club

NEWEST MEMBERS of TKE, Rollins youngest fraternity, are, front row,
John Woodward, Bob Hanson, Tom Chamont, Bob Stone, Doc Summers, Bob Blazedale; second row, Tom Glow, Al Knight, Gary Chooligan, Terry Hay, Gary Woodhead; third row, Keith Breithaupt, Fred Meyer, Pete Cumbie, and Bobbie Brown.
Not pictured is Jack Albright.
( P h o t o s by Looby)

GATHERED BEFORE Gale Hall, new X Club pledges are, front, Bob G r a b * *
sky, Bill Riley, Buddy Pettis,

Bill Hoffman, Cecil Hale;

second row,

Doug Kin*

Vince Cattaland, Carl Haines, Danny Carr, Ted Aborn; back row, Kipp Willard, .
Dettland, Jeff Graves, Bob Drambeau, Joe Irrabino, Garry Corn, and Don Whitehead.]
( P h o t o by Lripskj
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Seven

Hitch-Hiking Council Veep Plans Future Seven Rollins Women
With U N World Health Organization Named lo Who's Who'
By JODY FRUTCHEY
Sandspur Staff

"I
have
hitch-hiked
through lourteen Hiiuopectii
and central American countries, wim money i maue
from siue-jobs, and have yet
to be miscaKen lor a tourist,
mamiy because I hide my
camera in a paper Dug, keep
my moutn snux, ana drmK
large gmps ot water after every Dice of native loou," remarKs Senior donn riarKnlss,
vice-^resiaent of tne btuaent
Council.
A rre-Med major, John hopes
to win a Fullbrignt Fellowship to
Germany, visit Copenhagen again,
then return to the U. S. to obtain
a Ph. D. in biophysics and an M.
D. in Medicine with the eventual
intent of working for the World
Health Organization of the United
Nations.
"I love to travel and almost enjoy studying, so I feel t h a t if 1
am capable of achieving all I have
set out to do in this very necessary
part of medicine, I will be cheating
a lot of people if I don't achieve
this goal," John comments.
While traveling on a ship full
of displaced persons from Canada
to Europe (it seems displaced persons go both ways), John struck
up an acquaintance with an Austrian family.
"I eventually visited their farmhouse in central Austria quite unannounced and was immediately
o-iven what seemed to be an. unusually nice bed. When I awoke on the
last day of my six-day free "visit,"
I found the woman of the- house
sleeping on the kitchen floor. She
had given up her bed so t h a t I
might have a place to sleep. Real
nice woman."
"However," John adds, "I had
been sick from an overdose of a p ricots for four of those days, so I
needed the bed."
"While I was suffering through
Central America last Christmas, I
lived on bananas and very stale
bread; the cheapest food I could
get. Naturally I got sick, but I was
still fool enough to climb some 11,000 foot volcano."
John, vice-president 'of TKE,
was president of the German Club
and is now president of the Rollins
Scientific Society and Zeta Alpha
Epslion, the science honorary. He
has received the Sigma Zi Award

T H E FURIOUS little figure on the poster apparently got her
point across, for pre-med major John Harkness # who has hitch-hiked
through 14 countries, now occupies the vke-president's chair in the
Student Council room.
for the highest cumlative average
of a junior science major, the
Charles Hyde P r a t t Award for creative writing, a Reeves Essay Contest awad twice, and is a familiar
name on the Dean's List.
"I don't think we find our lives,"
he states simply. "We have to create them. I've been lucky, but I
think many sleepless nights of
studying have had somthing to do
with luck."
"I like Rollins very much, but
not because of this 'conference
plan,' whatever t h a t is, and not
simply because of the fraternities,
sororities and the like; I have a
deep respect for educated men because I know what it takes to become a little educated, and to be
in an environment where such men
are numerous and accessible is a
very interesting challenge. I see
how really uneducated I am."
Recalling an amusing incident
that took place on the displaced
persons boat returning from Europe, John explains, "There were a
few Americans on the return trip,
most displaced,'and as students
will do, we had a party. But things
got out of hand and the next thing

Alumni To Answer
Queries For SEA

Donnelly Elected
German Club Head

T h e Student Education Association will hold its first meeting of
the 1960-61 school year next Tuesday, October 25, at 7:00 in the
xViumni House. All old members
and those interested in becoming
members are invited to attend.

The German Club held its first
meeting of the 1960-'61 school year
Wednesday of last week.
At the afternoon organizational
meeting held in the French House,
officers were elected and tentative
plans for the year's agenda were
discussed.
Tom Donnelly is the new "prasiclent" of the German Club; and
Jim Hamilton and Joan Spaulding
were elected respectively as "kassier" and "sekretar" (treasurer and
secretary).
Herr Rudolf Fischer, sponsor of
the organization, and President
Donnelly stressed t h a t membership
in the German Club is open to
all interested students who have
taken German or are taking the
language a t present.
Meetings will be held twice a
month a t the French House; the
next will be Oct. 19.

Mr. Ray Kelly, latest addition
to the education department, will
be present a t this meeting, as will
Professor of Education Miss Audrey Packham.

I knew
and in
wrapped
mummy

a steward had vanished
his place lay a man
from head to toe like a
in toilet paper."

Active Citizenship
Subject Of Book
Dr. Paul Douglass and Miss Alice McMahon, concerned over the
lack of interest which citzens, have
in political affairs, have written
a book entitled "How to be an
Active Citizen".
The new book compiled
from
research materials gathered by
student teams at Rollins, explores
this failure in citizenship which
includes 75 per cent of the American people. Not only does • the
book tell what a citizen should do,
but also it tells him how to do it.
Some of the skills presented by
Dr. Douglass and Miss McMahon
are:
discussing public issues,
writing and talking to public officers, belonging to organizations
that take stands on public issues,
contributing to a political party
or candidate and voting.
The Rollins Writers explain how
to evaluate issues and urge selfevaluation by the citizens.
A noted political scientist, Dr.
Douglass is the author of several books. He has led a distinguished career as a lawyer, former
university
president,
ordained
Methodist minister and journalist.
Douglass has served the national
government in various capacities
and has acted as adviser to the
president of the Republic of Korea.

This is the first book for Miss
McMahon who has been a t Rollins
since her graduation from Manhattenville College in 1957. Under
her direction, studies, surveys, and
projects are carried out a t the
A few 1960 graduates in the Center of Practical Politics to profield of education will be present mote student and community infor a question and answer session. terest in Politics.
"The professional organizations
The book is being published by
sive you t h a t extra spark to con- the University of Florida Press.
tinue in the educational field,"
stated Mr. Kelly in urging education students to attend.
"This meeting should prove interesting for everyone, so y'all
"ome and get professional," adds
SEA president Ceci Demetree.

,ioven
distinquished
Roilin
women have been included in tin
i^irst Edition of Who's Who <A
^mercan Women, a biographica.
uictionary, Dean Schiller ScroggJ
revealed today.
The Rollins representatives, hv
wuded in a list of 13 Winter Park
residents, are Catharine Crozier
Lfeneva Drinkwater, Kathryn A
Hanna, Alice M. Hansen, Constance Ortmayer, Florence Peter
sen and Ann Ramsey.
Organist and assistant professor of organ at Knowles Memoriae
Jhapel, Catharine Crozier Gleaso*.
;
s the representative from t h t
Conservatory of Music. Declarer
ai organ virtuoso of the first
rank, Miss Crozier has received ir»
rernational acclaim for her outstanding work. •
Dr. Geneva Drinkwater, profes*
sor of history, is also listed. &
charter member of the local chapter of the American Association of
the United Nations, Dr. Drinkwater is currently serving as its vice
president.
Dr. Kathryn A. Hanna, wife of
Dr. A. J. Hanna, is a noted Florida historian as well as author and
lecturer. Mrs. Hanna is an honor
graduate of Northwestern University and is active in many civic
educational, and historical organ
izations.
Head librarian of Mills Memorial Library, Mrs. Alice M. Hansen
is one of the few librarians hon
ored by inclusion in the reference
A graduate of Vassar College
Mrs. Hansen has done graduate
work at Columbia, Harvard, ana
Carnegie Institute of Technology
Siie has served in her present po
sition a t Rollins since 1952.
Miss Constance Ortmayer has
Jeen on the faculty as Professoi
ox Sculpture since 1937. Aftei

Emory U. President
Visits Campus
Dr. Goodrich C. White, president-emeritus of Emory University, visited Rollins last week to consult with college officials on administratvie problems.
The educational executive was
asked-by Pres. Hugh F . McKean to
observe administrative operations
at Rollins. The Association of
American Colleges makes such
vjsits to college campuses possible
through its Administrative Consultant Service.
During'his visit to Rollins Dr.
White conferred with college t r u s tees, officers and faculty committees. He also met with the college's
members of Phi Beta Kappa, for
which he serves as senator.

WASH
10 LBS.
25c

DRY
10
MINUTES
FOR 10c
Do It Yourself
In An Hour

,Q>]NOMI
LAUNDKT
^ ^ C OCOIN-OPERATED
IN.OPEIU

Orange & Orlando Aves.
A t The Gateway

Leda's Beauty Shop
is fortunate to have a graduate
of the Rollo Institute of Hair
Design.

.sio dying a r t and sculpture at several American colleges and universities, Miss Ortmayer spent
live years studying and traveling
extensively throughout Europe.
Miss Florence Petersen, who
unce served as director of the
Graduate Department of Social
Economy at JBryn Mawr, was a
part-cime professor in economics
at Rollins from 1959. She also has
served in the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and is the author oi
several works.
Tne seventh Rollins woman recognized in the reference work is,
Mrs. James (Ann) Ramsey, administrative assistant to Pres.
Hugh F . McKean. Mrs. Ramsey
to Rollins, Mrs. Ramsey was active in the social welfare field in
has been with the college in this
capacity since 1957. Before coming
Minnesota, Iowa, and Nebraska.

SMU In Search
: Due to the fact t h a t Southern
Methodist University has not been
able to acquire the standard of excellence desired, they have announced that the Caruth Competition for the composition of a Unversity alma mater-type song will
be extended for one more year.
The contest is open to any professional or amateur composer in
this country, and to foreign students studying a t American col^ges.
On the basis of the judging,
w a r d s of $1,000 for first prize,
^600 for second prize, and $300'
for third prize will be made n
June of each of the years 1961,
1962, and 1963. Of these nine, the
grand prize of $1,500 will be
awarded to the best in November,
1963. If SMU should adopt the
song as its alma mater, an additional $2,500 will be awarded.
No contestant may enter more
than one song in each of the three
years of the contest. Entries
should be submitted in duplicate,
with name and address on one
copy and no identification on the
other. Further information
is
available from, and 'all entries
should be sent t o : The Caruth
Competion, P . O. Box 174, Southern Methodist University, Dallas
5, Texas.

• "THE
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
MONITOR

sc
at Hall Price*
You can read this world-famous
daily newspaper for the next six
months- for $5, just half the
regulaf subscription rate.
Get top news coverage. Enjoy
special features. Clip for reference work.
Send your order today. Enclose
check or money order. Use coupon below.
The Christian Science M o n i t o r
P-CN
Ons N o r w a y St., Boston 15, Mass.
Send your newspaper for t h e tirtvj
checked.
Q 6 months S5 • 1 year $10
• College Student • Faculty M e m b e r

Want a new hair fashion?

Prescrptions Filled

•

Lenses Duplicated

A Large Selector! of Domestic & Imported Frames
.1191 Orange Ave.

W I N T E R PARK

Name

Ask for "Beth"
M l 4-8707

Ramsdell's Opticians
Midway 4-7781

141 Lincoln Ave.
In The Postal Bldg.

Address
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Zone

State

*This special offer available ONLY to college
students, faculty members, and college iibraries.
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Rollins

Tars Smother Emory In Opener;
Meet Fla. Southern Here Today
Rollins successfully opened
its soccer season last Saturday with a smashing 7-2 victory over Emory, and the
Tars will try for similar results in their bout with Florida Southern here tomorrow
at 2:00 p.m.
The Tars could do no wrong as
they coasted to an easy win over
the much improved Emory University squad. The Tars controlled
the ball throughout the game
with little exception.
Some of the finest soccer seen
anywhere was displayed by the
Tars in Atlanta. They used a
short game and much teamwork
as they rolled up their impressive
core.
In this year's game Elias Terzopoulos took high scoring honors with a three point barrage
t h a t in itself was enough to break
the back of Emory. Rght behind
Terzopoulos was Chick Guerrero
and Demetrios Coutsolioutsos, each
with two points.
Emory started the scoring early in the first quarter on a penalty shot granted because one of
the Tars blocked the ball with his
hand. The ball whistled past three
Tar defenders and into the net for

Flag Football
To Open Monday
Next Monday, Rollins College
will be host once again to the best
loved of all fall sports, football.
For the first time since 1958, flag
football will again dominate the
intramural scene. All the fraternities have been waiting anxiously for the opener which will pit
the Delts against the Independent
men.
In the past two weeks, heated
practices have been held by the
various teams, practicing their
skills of passing and running, and
also learning the pattern of play
according to the Intramural Flag
Footjball Rules.
For the benefit of those who
have not seen flag football, the
teams are composed of seven men,
three of which must play on the
line. Out of the remaining four,
three are eligible pass receivers.
INTRAMURAL FLAG
FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
—FALL 1960
Oct. 24, Delta Chi vs Indies.
Oct. 25, X Club vs KA
Oct. 26, T K E vs. Sigma Nu
Oct. 28, Lambda Chi vs. Delta
Chi.
Oct. 31, TKE vs. X Club.
Nov. 1, KA vs. Indies
Nov. 2, Delta Chi vs. Sigma Nu
Nov. 4, Lambda Chi vs. TKE
Nov. 7, KA vs, TKE
Nov. 8, Sigma Nu vs. Indies
Nov. 10, Delta Chi vs. X Club
Nov. 11, Lamda Chi vs. Indies
Nov. 14, X Club vs. Indies
Nov. 15, Delta Chi vs. TKE
Nov., 16 Sigma Nu vs. KA
Nov. 18, X Club vs. Lambda Chi
Nov. 21, Delta Chi vs. KA
Nov. 22, X Club vs. Sigma Nu
Nov. 28, KA vs. Lambda Chi
Nov. 30, Indies vs. TKE
Dec. 1, Sigma Nu vs. Lambda
Chi

the tally. Two minutes later, however, Guerrero broke away from
the 'Emory defenders and quickly
evened the score by himself.
Rollins next score came when
Coutsolioutsos booted a free kick
from the edge of the field into the
net for the point, a distance of
about thirty yards.
Not to be denied, Terzopoulos
booted a shot into the net from an
fired the ball between the goal
almost impossible side angle and
post and the goalie like a rifle
shot.
Rollins fourth consecutive point
came late «in the first
quarter
when Guerrero passed through the
Emory defense to fast-breaking
Coutsolioutsos, who then outran
his pursuers and blasted the ball
past the dumbfounded goalie.
Late in the second quarter Emory came to life and took control
of the ball temporarily to score
their second and final tally of the
day.
In the second half, the Tar?
dominated the play equally as well
as they had in the first half. Terzopoulos started the action, with a
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Pittsburg Rejoices At Series End;
Support Urged At Soccer Game
By HARDHEAD

bang by scoring his second goal
of the day by deftly booting a pass
from Coutsolioutsos right by the
goalie for the fifth Rollins score.

Well another series is over team. What makes the game
and many people are happy, even more interesting and
but Pittsburgh is delirious, more difficult is the fact that
More
celebrations there than no play is ever the same. This
Although the two Greeks and
chal-j
Guerrero cont?*Sled the
scoring tons of steel after the Buc's presents a wonderful
Cinderella
finish.
lenge
to
the
teammates
to
ov4
column, the rest of the team
er
come
in
achieving
their
]
played an exceptional game. They
As gay as it was in Pitts-purpose—points.
exhibited great skill, teamwork
_
. ,,
SS^L^HM
and practical know how in con- burgh, it was just the oppoS o c c e r 1S
the .national spoi
trolling the ball, keepng it on the site in New York. Stocks took p
0 more
ground and in short passing; thus a dip, salaries took a dip, and' /
countries m the world
keeping possession of the ball the the Yanks fJ t like dips.
than any other sport.
i W
majority of the afternoon.
would prove that there musl
Dick Stuart will p r o b a b l v ^ . 8 0 ^ ^ * ? 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 * ^ 6 ? The team is full of desire, spirCltm
^ a b o u * 1 P 1 1 8 ga™e *? f H
it and drive; and, if the T a r s ' order another car load of
80
many mdlions of avid fans
°ood fortune continues, they may crewing gum, Mazerowski will
al
be invited to enter the Eastern undoubtedly have carbon cop. J over the world. It s a beauNational
Championships
held ies made of that bat, a n d t i f u l sight to see an otherwise!
in Brooklyn, N. Y. this Nov.
Danny Murtaugh will most "".related group forget their j
and discrimination,;
This year's team isn't greatly likely wear his uniform aHP^ejudices
and t o w a t c h t h e m t o o v e r
"
changed from last year's, but there winter long. Regardless of c o m e t h e
clumsiness of then
is much more experience and some who won or lost, however, i tm o s t
awkward appendages
added new talent. There are chang- was a good series wasn't it?
their legs and head, to become
es in strategy, however, in t h a t the
''.earn is booting more than ever
skilled with them, and to use
before
and hitting more while
them to achieve a • commoi
the short-passing game has reThe football games are go-°
placed the wide-open, long-passing
ing to be amazing this fall. Tempers do flair, we'll ad
game.
With the pledge race oyer and m i t b u t i t i s interesting t
all the totals m, it looks like •
everyone did well. The added note that 90 percent of tl
strength of the freshmen and time the men are concentre
transfers has already been ting so hard on their desirec
felt in some of the practice goal that trey don't have
games this week,- and they
most are people who gripe about
will certainly be one of the1 to get mad. Getting infu^iat
the beanery's food, and laws t h a t
over small grievances b(
bar shorts from the library after decidng factors in the other
comes
insignificant when pui
intramural
sports
this
year.
7:00 p.m.
poses of real value are ii
Bill plays center half back, and
will be playing this
Saturday
stilled in men's minds. Work
against Florida Southern. If you
note of this game, why don'
haven't seen him play, upon doing
The event that I would you?
so this Saturday you will have to
foreground
agree t h a t William Riddle Tone push into the
The soccer game starts
right
now
is
the
soccer
game
sure deserves those All State honors he received.
this Saturday with Florida 2:00 p.m. this Saturday. 1
Southern. Probably one of the have a great team t h a t df
most exciting and interesting serves 100 percent support
sports a peron can watch is don't anyone let down.
soccer. There is no one leader
like the quarterback in football, and there is no one job
The food is pretty good
This past Wednesday, Phys. Ed esportshari cmfwy shrdl utao
requires
specialized the Beanery this year, bi
crew started on Lake Maitland. that
Physical Education credits are skills. In soccer, each man is the basketball team is get
gained in this program just as in a qrarterback, and each man ting back so late from prc
tennis or golf. Coach Bradley is
hopeful that this will prove to be must know alj the skills in the tice that if is not getting
evenmj
a testing ground for the men who game. Even though he players full benefit of the
aspire to row in the spring.
are their own bosses, they meal. Now, if these boys
Since crew doesn't s t a r t until must work in terms of how to to play good ball, then som*
spring term, the men will be sep- score, and to score it takes thing had to give,—eoache
arated from the boys very defin- the'joint effort
of all the or time tables.
itely by that time, and "Brad"

All - State Soccer Player Recalls
Sport's 'Tennis Shoes, Mud Puddles'
"It all started with tennis shoes,
sweatshirts, mud puddles, and
snow," reminises Bill Tone, AllState center half-back for the
Rollins Tars soccer team.
Bill hails from Buffalo, New
York, originally, and now lives in
Clearwater, Florida. Third grade
at Ridley College in St. Catherine, Ontario, Canada, marked the
beginning of Bill's soccer career.
His love for the
game also began
in
the , third
grade, and has
grown
steadily
through
Prep
school and college. On the soccer field, Bill is
singled out by his
reddish
-brown
crop of hair and
Tone
his
tremendous
drive and enthuisiasm to
win.
This drive and enthusiasm extends
into his personal life too. He works
hard when it's time to Work, and
he plays hard when it's time to
play.
Bill went to the Hill School in
Fottstown, Pa. for his secondary
schooling, and lettered two years
on the varsity soccer team and
three years on the varsity hockey
team. For his excellent play last
year, Bill won All State Soccer
Team honors along with Chick Guerrero, Mike Watson, and Cope
Garrett.
On the academic side of his life,
he is a pre-law major and maintains a B- to B average and does
B plus to A- work in his major
field. He has worked backstage on
many Rollins theatre productions
and has been head of make-up on
many shows including this year's
musical, Brigadoon. Bill is also
the K A's Student Council representative.
Things that irritate Bill the

Phys. Ed. Crew
Starts This Term

will be able to select more easily
the men t h a t will be candidates
for the J V and Varsity crews.
The Rollins crew teams will
race once more against Tampa,
Florida Southern, Jacksonville, Lasalle, Amhurst, Purdue, AIC, Jacksonville Naval Air Station, and
Marietta. After the regular season, of course, will come the State
Championship race, and then the
Dad Vail held in Philadelphia,
which is the small college national championship.

Everyone at Rollins
loves good food
& a quaint
atmosphere —
That's Why

Winter Park Opticians, Inc.
521 Park Avenue South
Complete Optical Service
Bausch and Lomb Sunglasses
Contact Lens
Binoculars

AQUINO'S
KITCHEN
is such a popular off campus
eating place —
2306 N. Orange Ave.
Hours 4:30 p.m. to 12 p.m.

W P R K on the air
91.5 ME FM
4:00
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:30
-8:00
9:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:30
'8:00
9:00
4:00
6:00
6:30
6:45
7:00

Monday
Tea and Symphony
CBC Drama Series
Paris Star Time
Cafe Continental
Audubon Highlights
G ^ m a n y Today
Puccini and his Works
Geogetown Forum
Our Modern Composers
Dormitory Special
Tuesday
Tea and Symphony
Countries and Continents
Cafe Continental
Over the Back Fence
Social Sweden
Piano Recital
Greek and Roman World
Chamber Concert
Dormitory Special
Wednesday
WPRK Opera Matinee
Cafe Continental
Call From London
Guest Star
French Masterworks

7:30

Winter P a r k High
Students Present
^ ^ ^
8:00 Rollins Symphony Hour
9:00 Dormitory Special
Thursday
4:00 Tea and Symphony
5:00 Plan for Survival
5:30 30 Minutes of Broodwajr
6:00 Cafe Continental
6:30 French Press Review
6:45 On Campus
7:00 Song Recital
7:30 Sunshine Sketches
8:00 Italian Composers
9:00 Dormitory Special
4:00
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:00

Friday
Tea and Symphony
Listen to the Land
Music from Canada
Cafe Continental
Dateline London
20/200 Vision
Jazz Americana
Drugs vs Your Nerves
Music from the Past
Dormitory Special

